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. irreversible processes, the theory is applied to a.... number of simple examples, In the first place we consider the thermomolecular pressure difference; this example will also offer an opportunity of discussing the "quasi-thermostatic" methods. In the secondplace the conduction of heatis studied and it is shown that Onsagcr's' relation leads tõ Oi L[i1;] = 0 rather thanto L[ih]' = 0: Finally we discuss the' con-.
duetion of electricity by first deriving a relation of symmetry for an arbitrary four-pole from whicha symmetry relation for thc conductivity tensor is then easily deduced.
.J
'Lntrod uctioti
. There exist a numbe~ofrelations pertaining to irreversible processes ---:-thesymmetry of the tensor-of heat conduction andrKe Iv in+s relations,
-between thermoelectric quantities are among the best known examples -, that appear to be universally valid although they cannot be proved by thermodynamics or by considerations on macroscopie symmetry. Yet when ,,' 'a theory of the 'irreversible process based on aparficular model is worked out, these relations are always confirmed. N. B 0 h r 1)'was the first to demonstrate this clearly in the case of K el vin' s relations and he found that their validity was ultimately owing to the circumstance that the .fundamental equations governing the. motion of individual particles 'àre symmetric with respect to past and future, or, mathematically speaking, that they are invariant under a transformation t~ (-t) .
More recently On s ag er ê] has tried to show that a general class of reciprocal relations can be ,derived from this principle of microscopie reversihility without having recourse to any particular modeland he has' applied his theory to numerous examples, including ,; -those mentioned above, thus adding a new and very fundamental principle to macroscopie thermodynamics, But although we do' not doubt. the essential truth of Onsager's ideas, his application of these ideas to particular cases is, in our opinion, not always entirely satisfactory, In this paper we shall endeavour to treat a few simple cases somewhat more explicitly, but for completeness sake we shall first give a short summary, of the general theory. In this way we shall also have an opportunity of discussing the essential assumptions involved' in Onsager's analysis **).
. 
. where Sik is a positive definite form. The probability distribution for the ,ÇJ.i is given by -,
where 1G is Boltzmánn's constant. Define
then it is easily shown that
(ij~-0 whenever ï =t=-I; ij~= 1)
According to the fundamental notions of statistical mei:hanic~this average may be interpreted either as an average over a microcanonical ensemble of systems, or as a time average for one single system.
By. solving eq. (3) for ii: ' "
'where SUis the reciprocal matrix to Sij, we find
The' variables yl defined by'. (3) will in the following be designed as conjugate, variables.
.'
, -b) Microscopie rèversibility. Suppose that the ai are even functions of the velocities .of the' individual particles, so that they are invariant when t is "replaced by =t, The fact that the future behaviour of a systém having specified values of ai at a time t, on the average, is identical with its past behaviour, can be expressed by the equation (7) the suffi~es denoting that the val~es remain fixed,' so that th~' average is taken over -a section of the microcanonical ensemble corresponding to . and again we fin? -fiV (I) (11).
from which it follows ..
As an illustration we may quote the brownian motion of a galvanometer: if we call the deflection a and the angular velocity {J these quantities will satisfy eq. (12).
. . If a magnetic field is present the equations (8), (10) and (12) are no longer valid, but must be replaced by .
(8')
and so on ..
) Regression of fluctuations. Let us transform the macroscopie equations,
which are of the form . .
. (13) into -the form
We assume that the same equations also describe the average behaviour , of fluctuations in the following sense: there exists a time interval+rj such that for • > -Cl' but 'i~T (where T is the time in which, according to our equations, a. disturbance. of equilibrium is appreciably reduced) " . ,
This assumption calls for some comment. In the first place it is not, Iegiti-
for it is a consequence of microscopie reversibility that the mean value of this derivative is zero. The time interval 'il is required to' establish a state of steady flow and the condition that .1be small as compared with the time in which the deviation· from equilibrium is appreciably reduced imposes evidently some sort of limitation on the mechanics of the system. It should be borne in mind, however,
,that many applications of the macroscopie .equations are based on essen-.·tially the same condition. Further it is by no means evident that a set of equations, applying originally to deviations large compared with. fluctua-" . .tions, can also be applied to the average behaviour of these fluctuations themselves. Of course, the fact, that the macroscopie equations are linear partly justifies an extrapolation to very small deviations, but in principle .
one may imagine a pseudo-linearity holding only at reasonably large ampli-. ,
tudes. The acceptance of eq. (15) .
If both even and od'd"q~antities enter into the equations the situation is slightly more complicated. In this case the entropy, being an even function, is a sum of two terms .
'Ll S . 
"
. As a first example, we shall discuss a case wh~re the, application of the general. theory is perfectly simple and straightforward. We consider a vessel containing an ideal gas and divided into two equal compartments, y a wall with a small hole. Let n 1 and n 2 be the number of grammolecules .: III the two compartments and ' 1' 1: ,T 2 the. re.spective temperaturès.
The conjugate quantItIes are'
. .
Let us now write down the equations for the transport through the hole in the wall:' . -.
s :
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In equilibrium Starting from the well-kn?wn expression S = n Cv log T +.R log V _ n R log n a simple calculation yields~v (oT 2 P .: !!: (on2)2, ' . n
We shall now introduce a new set of variables: - 
_.'
• ou," B. G. CASBlIR
We can now. 
Q-(Cv+R) T
and it follows· PI = P2' '. Our' example affords also an interesting illustration of the quasi-thermo-\ static procedure used by several authors. Let us. write our equations in the form . . 
Conduction ·of heat in crystals
The' equations for the conduction of heat in crystals can be written in ' the form 
'Ve introduce the Fourier components of LlT:
( 1' 3/ rr' .
JJ~,
. It is easily seen that a (k) and á (k)* CjTo2 are conjugate variables satisfying the equation
ext we determine the rate~f change of a (k):
. / . ·We assume that Lilf is a-function of x, y, z which vanishes at infinity. By partial integration we. find:
Introducing the Fourier integral for LlT
where Lnm (k) is the Fourier component of Lnm, or, finally
We can now use On~ager's relation of symmetry bearinginmind that the conjugate variable to Q, (k) is proportional to a (k)* or a.(-k) : .
This mu~t hold for arbitrary km, whence .
and Therefore we find~timately .
This equation can be obtained 'somewhat more directly though less rigorously by using the LlTinstead of their Fourier components and.making a liberal use of £5-functions. We have: -
where'om' denotes differentiation with respect to Xm'.
, This is of the form
and Onsager's principle gives:
In order to draw à conclusion from this equation we multiply by an arbitrary function f (x') and integrate. We obtain: . ' .
II. B. G. CASIlIUR
An analysis shnilar to that .given above applies to all cases where' a current, the divergence of which has' a physical meaning, is given in terms of . the gradient of à thermodynamic variable.
,',
5.' Conduction of electricity
In agreement~th the remárk at the end of the preceding section, the conduction of electricity in solids, might he-treated on similar lines as the , , conduction ofheat. There is, however, an additional complication inasmuch as the divergence of the current gives the rate of change of the charge density, whereas the current is détermined by the gradient of the electric potential which is in general a «:.omplicated function of the charge. Therefore we prefer to use a different method. We consider a sample of a con- ' '"t=xc. . to J i 1 dy and therefore it is zero when 1 1 = 0. In the same way we find that, the sum over n at the right-hand side vanishes, which establishes the desired It is of some intérest to note that the symmetry of one specialfourpole is not sufficient for deriving the symmetry of the conductivity tensor: it is 'only the symmetry of all fourpoles which enables us to obtain this result:
